January/February 1993

"Trivia" or "For the Archives"...
Several previous columns have dealt
with little noticed and narrowly know
features and differences between years
and models. I have labeled them
"trivia". They have included vacuum
canisters, side glass thickness, lights,
lenses, sun visors, window regulators,
etc. I now think that some of this
material is valuable documentation of
differences not available in other
literature, and may be of use in
evaluating authenticity and in
reconstructing incomplete cars.
This column deals with seat belts,
anchors, hangers, etc. My thanks to
Eckart Stuhlmann, a German member,
for calling my attention to much of the
following photos.
1. Note the unique, cast iron anchor
in the "A" coupe (to #6000?)
2 & 3 - show the oval hanger and
different buckle, along with the narrow
vinyl band below the buckle. All on
"A" coupes only. (The decal on the
buckle is not visible in these photos.)
4 - is a better shot of the buckle.
5 - shows the oval, round rod anchor
on 64 to 68 coupes.
6,7&8 - illustrate the U-shaped
hanger, different buckle and decal,
respectively.
9&10 show the `68 "button" hanger,
wider vinyl end strap and upper anchor
cover. The different buckle ends goes
into the later type anchor (or receiver),
used from 1968-72.
Also note in this area of the cars
1. "A" coupe "milk glass" courtesy
lens (photo 1).
2. Not visible is the smooth quarter
glass gasket, unique to the "A" coupes.
Later coupes had a two-groove pattern
on the outside of the quarter glass
rubber, and a "cut glass" pattern on the
courtesy light lens.
3. Headliners are all different in
these examples: "A" coupe is evenly
perforated and is an off-white or cream
color. Photos 6&7 show a tom,
unperforated headliner used from
`64(?) to `66.
1967 had a perforated liner (not
shown), and `68 used a perforated liner
with paired perforations (9,10).

March/April 1993
TRUNK LINERS
Trunk liners were made of different types of paperboard. S coupes were grey.
E coupes were textured, black. These arc common enough not to detail.
A coupe trunk liners, however, arc quite different and not seen too often. They were black, textured
paperboard and had several unique features.
Photo 1 shows both side panels. Both of these particular panels are rotted at bottom edges where the
lower mounting clip has rusted off.
Photo 2 shows right side panel. Note foam at rear wheel housing juncture. Note detail of upper mounting
clip, and part of lower clip. These clips were unique to A coupes.
Photo 3. Left side panel. Shows mounting clips.
Photo 4. Left panel close-up showing tool mounting clips mounted at lower left and a better view of
upper mounting clip. Tool mounting clips were/are also unique to "A" coupes.
Photo 5. Rear panel (somewhat deteriorated).
I promised to loan these panels to a member who promises to make patterns of them so that they can be
duplicated. Bill Webb has indicated that he will consider making them.

May/June 1993
SWITCH KNOBS E COUPES
Headlight switch knobs have threaded studs that screw into the switch shaft, 4MM, not some SAE "almost
equivalent" that will ruin the threads in the shaft. If the knob breaks:
1. Your panel light dimmer switch knob will work. Screw it into your headlight switch and forget it. But
remember where your headlight switch is (Heh-heh!)
2. Use a 4mm screw about 1"long. It's crude, but it will work until you can accomplish a better fix.
3(a) Repair the original.
Steps: 1) carefully drill out the old 4 mm screw (or cut it out). 2) Drill a hole in the center of the knob face
slightly larger than the head of your 1/2" x 4 mm screw. 3) Insert the screw through the knob and tighten with a
small screwdriver inserted through the hole in the knob face. If the hole bothers you, don't look at it. (Haa, haa,
haa!)
3(b) Alternatively, don't drill the knob face. Use an epoxy with a "putty-like" consistency, such as PC-7 and
fasten the new 4 mm screw with epoxy. Use plenty of it too! Make sure that the screw sticks out a maximum of
7/32" from the knob, otherwise, it will protrude too much, thus not tighten snugly, and you will have a weak
repair. The epoxy can be filed flat when cured. Photo details:
1. Knob side view
2. Knob bottom view
3. Screw, 4 mm

July/August 1993
DOORS
There are four distinct inner doors
constructions used on 1800's (The two types of
exterior trim and handles are obvious, so there's no
need to discuss.)
TYPE 1. (#1) This door was used from 1961
to about 1964. It has a distinctive upper interior
panel that has a separate piece screwed to the door.
TYPE 2. (#2) This is the most common door
and was used from 1964 (?)through 1971. It is a
welded unit and does not have the earlier upper
panel (From '67 to '71 the exterior handle and
chrome changed, but it is structurally the same
door.)
TYPE 3A (#3). Some 72E & ES models
have this door. It has a welded additional strip to
mount the later style armrest. It still uses the older
style geared window regulator mechanism. Note the
four mounting holes for this regular.
TYPE 3B (#4). Some 72E,ES and 73ES.
This is the same as type 3A but has a different
mounting pad for the late style window regular and
has only two mounting holes.
TYPE 4 (#5). 73ES only. Photo 5 shows the
reinforcing pipe mounted in the door at the outer
skin. This was a collision safety feature. The door in
the photo shows the two hole mounting pad for the
late style regulator. I don't believe the 73ES ever
used the earlier style regulator, but you never know.
One may turn up next week!

November/December 1993
MORE ABOUT DOORS &
DOOR PARTS
Just when I thought I covered it all,
my son Russ brought to my attention several
structural and trim differences between early
doors and doorposts on models from 61-64,
as well as later types (see next page for
photos).
CORNER
EARLY (photo 1)
Square edge at upper rear corner
LATE (photo 2) indented
TRIM
EARLY - chrome trim (photo 1)
LATE - different trim (photo 2)
DOOR POST
EARLY - sharp turn; note windlace
contour (photo 3)
LATE - gentle curve (photo 4)
WINDOW STOP
EARLY - position towards rear edge
(note two holes) - photo 5.
LATE - mounted well forward (note
two holes) - photo 6.
VENT WINDOW
EARLY - mount uses only two
screws (photo 5).
LATE -mount uses three screws (photo 6).
REAR WINDOW TRACK
EARLY - three-screw mount at TOP
of door. It is covered by the door-top
molding (photo 7).

